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Leverage Data to Navigate Uncertain Times
A Strategic Enterprise Partner Can Deliver the Vision You Need
through Logistics

If you’re tracking the Producer Price Index, consumer spending surveys and driver shortage statistics, you
know that the economy and the global supply chain are becoming more and more complicated. Increasing
volatility in operating costs, consumer demands, technology evolution and government regulations are
producing a blinding effect on many shippers. To restore insight and understanding, there has been a
surge in North American companies seeking a fresh perspective on their investments, infrastructure and,
in particular, their supply chains. From the board room to the shipping docks, companies are seeking data
for understanding, and strategic enterprise partners are using logistics to provide them with that needed
information. Here are some examples of what the market is saying:

n Operations executives say that their gains
are limited by external factors, as they try
to improve internal productivity. Supply
chain networks are becoming increasingly
complex, and serving the customer is
becoming more challenging.

n Companies collect data, but need the
expertise, time and technology to transform
that data into useful business intelligence.

n Recent events in international shipping are
causing disruptions in numerous North
American supply chains during the run-up
to the holiday shopping season, forcing
many companies to accelerate their thinking
on risk mitigation strategies.

n The impending enforcement of numerous
trucking industry regulations – most notably
the mandate for electronic logging – causes
added concerns for supply chain leaders
worried about capacity shortages and
cost increases.

Research shows more businesses are partnering
with third-party logistics (3PL) providers to secure
enterprise data through financial and operational
technology solutions, providing a basis for more
advanced business insight. Whether in growth or
survival mode, companies must carefully navigate the
changing marketplace to deliver on their customer
promises, stay ahead of their competition, accurately
measure past performance and properly prepare for
the future.
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Transportation Insight delivers multi-modal, end-to-end Enterprise
Logistics solutions to North American manufacturers, distributors
and retailers. Laura Easley is Transportation Insight’s Chief Operating
Officer. Easley has nearly 30 years of industry experience blending
her operational logistics expertise with the facilitation of complex,
value-added solutions for clients with the goal of achieving
enterprise excellence. Please contact us at 877-226-9950 or visit
www.transportationinsight.com.
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